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            Abstract: 

When R. K. Narayan published his novel The Guide (1958), it was a creative and 
formative period of the nation. Social and cultural scientists were seen very much 
interested in the revivification of indigenous art and culture ignoring women welfare 
largely. Definitely, indigenous forms of art and culture were terribly destroyed by 
colonial hegemonic systems. During colonial period, European value-systems have been 
imposed on the colonized, oppressed communities. These value- systems threatened from 
the very bottom of the indigenous art, culture, and organization. The social and cultural 
thinkers tried their best to fix national agency but bothered least about the moderation of 
male dominance. Narayan as a true representative of his society and time raised fingers at 
male hegemony to create Rosie, a female character. He artfully conflated national and 
feminine interests seamlessly. In this paper, it is to evaluate and locate the position and 
role of Rosie.   

             Keywords: subaltern, subalternity, Rosie. 

Aftermath political freedom in 1947, Indian women realized immediately the need of one 

war or many wars that is, against patriarchy. This time, it would be war against unjust patriarchy. 

They took patriarchy as an extension of the British colonial engagement. Patriarchy infuses its 

gender politics into men and women both. Women often having qualified for gender/patriarchal 

politics work against other fellow women like male chauvinist. These women male chauvinists 

often proved more dangerous than male chauvinists. In fact, the unnecessary urgency of voice 

and desire to be heard by others triggers disturbances everywhere. Perhaps, this was the basic 

motif which ushered in sickly power and knowledge race.  

There is not very much trouble accepting the idea of sex. Sex definitely is a biological 

matter- one male and another female. Out of male-female conjugation, entire creation evolved. 

Problem is with the process of assigning values in negative and positive terms. Both sexes are 

equally important. Gender is social construct. Discourses around sex and gender are available in 
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every society. These discourses are political in nature. They view female simply reproductive 

item. On this ground, male enjoyed and still enjoy privilege over female. These discourses made 

female less important than male. And moreover forwarded numerous role models and functions 

male and female are expected to perform. These aspirations have been ever partial because of 

male dominance. Patriarchy has been ever apprehensive of feminine potential. In the 

maintenance and continuation of male dominion, discourses played pivotal part. “Gender is a 

system of roles and values assigned to the biological traits and functions. In other words, gender 

is a social construction, a process whereby meanings are allotted to the acts like birth, sex (as in 

sexual intercourse), homosexuality and nurture” (Nayar 90). Gendering thus put forth rank 

system marring the health of sex relation of male-female. 

The term subaltern, a military metaphor immediately conjures up some typical rank 

structure designed and developed by power-knowledge synthesis. Etymologically, the term 

subaltern definitely refers to something or someone in lower or inferior position or rank. As 

such, it is produced in the mills of power in different shapes and colours. Antonio Gramsci used 

the term subaltern particularly to mean “the unorganized groups of rural peasants based in 

Southern Italy, who had no social or political consciousness as a group, and were therefore 

susceptible to the ruling ideas, culture and leadership of the state” (Morton 48). Ranjit Guha used 

it in Asian context of class, caste, gender, designation etc. To the effect, power has invariably 

worked for hierarchisation. However, the viability of power cannot be precluded but can be 

tamed plausibly. Subaltern in fact can be anyone who has naturalized or adjusted with inferiority. 

Subalterns are produced by the myths of superiority. This is what critically called 

subalternisation. In this sense, subalternisation is a method and process by which one is drained 

of the strength which at last but not always encourages giving vent to pent-up feelings. They are 

not ever expected to voice against the master. Once adopted subalternity never allows voice or 

agency to the individual. I and countless other scholars working in this line frankly quote and 

agree with Gayatri Chakravarty Spivak. She boldly asserted that subalterns cannot speak. 

Definitely, subalterns do not have voice that to be honoured, valued, and heard by others. Since 

all the ideologies are designed and formatted by power vested people, and therefore suchlike 

thought trajectories cannot permit and do justice for non-power vested people. In this way, all 

ideologies are power infected. Subaltern scholarship is keenly interested in enabling them to 
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stand by themselves. Subaltern studies critiques elite discourses which blindly attributes all the 

contributions to a few especially of fame in social schema. Definitely it is a novel discipline 

devoted to those who did lot but got little aftermath accomplishment. 

Subalternity is more matter of consciousness or abstract than material question. It is 

either installed or internalized through forces both material and abstract. Once installed, it 

operates at beck and call of power. Simply say, the politics of discrimination is one of the 

efficacious ways for the production of subalterns and subalternity. Sometimes it is brought about 

by the wars of one-upmanship. As such it seems no hope for them at least until the power 

continues working with selected few. But what can subalterns do then in the state of subaltern? 

Since the voices of subalterns have no meaning for non-subalterns, they (who adopted 

subalternity under some undue duress) think better to replace their voices with actions 

continuously however with rarity. And therefore, subalterns (especially those who are gifted with 

extraordinary sensibility and tough skin) only do marvel whenever they do. In a sense such types 

of subalterns had/have never accepted subalternity at minds’ level. Subalterns cannot assert their 

agency until the bars of patriarchy or forces that manipulate the power hubs, is safe. Unless 

patriarchy and power thirst learn to do respect all those who are victims of hierarchy, subalterns 

(women, oppressed and exploited or disenfranchised people) will continue doing wonders and 

making history, although these phenomena are seen at sufficient rather at great intervals. Thus 

thinkers and scholars dedicated to the programme of subaltern emancipation fight against social, 

cultural, economic, and political centers that had approved or still sanction second grade 

citizenship to some section or some people. 

R. K. Narayan, one of the three pillars of Indian Novel writing in English, concentrated 

mainly on the career of Rosie in his novel The Guide (1958) from the stand points of 

postcolonial feminists. Raju’s career is another strand of the novel. Patriarchy flourishes as much 

as it succeeds in sidelining interests of other. It doesn’t allow anyone to grill its dominion. Velan 

had dated his sister to get married with his nephew. But she went missing for some days. Velan 

anyhow searched out and got her back home. At last she gave in before patriarchal forces. Raju 

(after jail life) recollects his father’s bearing towards mother: 
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My father ignored food and sleep when he had company. My mother sent me out several 

times to see if he could be made to turn in. he was a man of uncertain temper and one 

could not really guess how he would react to interruptions, and so my mother coached me 

to go up, watch his mood, and gently remind him of food and home (TG 19).   

Rosie is an ideal woman in Narayan’s imagination. Raju tells Velan not to go by her 

English name: 

 

She did not come from a foreign land. She was just an Indian…. She chose to call herself 

Rosie. She wore saries of bright hues and gold lace, had curly hair which she braided and 

beflowered, wore diamond ear-rings and a heavy gold necklace. I told her at the first 

opportunity what a great dancer she was and how she fostered our cultural traditions, and 

it pleased her (TG 9). 

 

Marco came along with Rosie to Malgudi on academic expedition. She was insisting to 

have a look on king cobra “which can dance to the music of a flute” (TG 64). Marco taunts her. 

Raju disliked his behavior towards Rosie, ‘a divine creature’ (TG 64). She is a girl fighting with 

social baseless stigmas. She recounted her story to Raju. She belongs to a family which is by 

custom meant for temples as dancers. Her caste is viewed as unrespectable and uncivilized 

similar to prostitutes. But her mother has some different plans for Rosie. She did postgraduate in 

economics. After postgraduation, the existential question arose was before her whether she 

should follow the family tradition of dancing or something else. Fortunately, she came across a 

paper advertisement: “Wanted: an educated, good-looking girl to marry a rich bachelor of 

academic interests. No cast restrictions; good looks and university degree essential” (TG 85). 

Rosie keenly responded to the advertisement. Marco readily accepted her proposal. Rosie 

married Marco. Marco was undoubtedly of high social standing and interested in painting and 

arts of attic style. She found him least responsive to her. His callousness made her unhappy very 

much. Even Raju felt pity for her. Marco did not like her perform dance in public. But to quit 

dancing was for Rosie ‘worth sacrifice’ (TG 85). The intimacy amongst Raju, Marco, Rosie and 

other party members grew up. Raju felt as if he were solely meant for Marco and his expedition. 

Raju points about Marco and his relation with Rosie: 
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All that he (Marco) could do was to copy ancient things and write about them. His mind 

was completely in it. All practical affairs of life seemed impossible to him; such a simple 

matter as finding food or shelter or buying a railway ticket seemed to him a monumental 

job. Perhaps he married out of a desire to have someone care for his practical life, but 

unfortunately his choice was wrong- this girl herself was a dreamer if ever there was one. 

She would have greatly benefited by a husband who could care for her career…(TG 113). 

 

Gaffur the car driver casually blurted out his patriarchal leaning while comparing 

mechanical brakes (old) with that of hydraulic (modern): 

 

‘Just as an old, uneducated wife is better than the new type of girl. Oh, modern girls are 

very bold. I wouldn’t let my wife live in a hotel room all by herself if I had to remain on 

duty on a hilltop’ (TG 115). 

 

Rosie definitely has some elaborate plans. She desired to have her own dance practice 

room, a car and her private driver so that she could go and perform dance outdoors. She has also 

a plan of having a pundit (learned person) who could explain technical concepts of art of 

dancing. Actually, she was not subaltern at least at the level of consciousness. Raju thought of 

Rosie: “That man (Marco) has probably starved her to death, driven her mad, or left her in the 

open to be eaten by tigers” (TG 138). In fact, she is terribly cowed down by her husband’s 

discriminatory attitudes towards her. She tried her best to persuade him but failed in her 

attempts. Finally Marco left Rosie at the Malgudi Station flourishing single ticket for Madras. 

Thus she is left to her destiny. Marco was too harsh to be borne by any woman. He says, “You 

are here because I’m not a ruffian. But you are not my wife. You are a woman who will go to 

bed with anyone that flatters your antics” (TG 152). Rosie felt that Othello was kindlier to 

Desdemona. Being broken, she was forced to go back to Raju for shelter. 

  

The mother of Raju took her arrival awkwardly. Rosie was unlike olden day’s women. 

Raju’s mother blurts up: ‘Girls today! How courageous you are! In our day we wouldn’t go to 
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the street corner without an escort. And I have been to the market only once in my life, when 

Raju’s father was alive’ (TG 141). Then, she put volley of questions before Rosie.  After all, she 

took Rosie as a brave and courageous girl. As Raju’s mother knew that Rosie is an MA, 

appreciated her again: 

 

Then you lack nothing in the world. You are not like us uneducated women. You will get 

on anywhere. Yu can ask for your railway ticket, call a policeman if somebody worries 

you, and keep your money (TG 142). 

 

After a few days, Raju’s mother tried her best to persuade Rosie to go back to her 

husband Marco by lecturing on various sorts of husbands: 

…good husbands, mad husbands, reasonable husbands, unreasonable ones, savage ones, 

slightly deranged ones, moody ones, and so on so forth; but it was always the wife, by 

her doggedness, perseverance, and patience, that brought him round (TG 155). 

 

Rosie used to help mother like a dutiful daughter-in-law. She always preferred to keep 

womanly duties alive. Punctually, Rosie continued her dance practice with the brilliant help of 

Raju. Soon Rosie shot into fame as a star of Bharat Natyam. Raju thought Bharat Natyam as the 

greatest art of the day. In the development of Rosie as a star dancer, Raju lost his father’s house 

and forced to live in rented house. Rosie was a dedicated artist. After many disturbances, Raju 

anyhow managed to give her his patronage. After all she was ready for the Bharat Natyam show. 

Raju gave her a new name Nalini after four days deep thinking. Raju attended several meetings 

at the university, clubs, town hall, and even consulted Albert Mission School for a break. Raju 

vehemently argued for dance recital for the annual function of Mission School. Initially, School 

authorities were reluctant but by his powerful lecture on the importance of classical dance, they 

became ready for Rosie’s dance concert in place of the usual representation of Shakespeare’s 

tragedies. Her performance at the school enamoured all the people attending the concert. They 

even preferred to cut other programmes and give all the time to her dance. It was in fact an 

extraordinary break for Rosie. After this show, Rosie alias Nalini became a woman of name and 

identity. From corner to corner, high authorities began to consult Raju, the impresario, for 
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appointment for show. Raju took some amount in advance. The balance sheet began to soar high. 

Mani became Raju’s accountant. Daily newspapers, journals, and many media men used to 

throng over to take either a photo or some interview. Her photographs spread all around. By slow 

and slow, Raju began thinking her as his individual property. This was his fault.  

 

One day, a letter from a lawyer along with an application came to Raju for Rosie alias 

Nalini for her signature so that a box of jewellery could be released from a bank’s locker. The 

bank locker was jointly. Raju didn’t think bother Nalini here and did forgery and put in her 

signature in his own hand writing. Raju got arrested for forgery. She hired top class lawyer from 

Madras for his safe release. She paid him by selling her some jewellery.  

 

After the brilliant advocacy, Raju got two years’ imprisonment otherwise would have got 

seven years. Before the judge could declare the punishment, Rosie left the court and went for 

Madras to live a life of her own. Raju too feels delighted to know that she went to Madras to 

settle by herself instead of returning to Marco, an insensitive creature. For Nalini’s sake, Raju 

became a postcolonialist. Here one thing seems to be believable that behind every successful 

man, a woman stands as a guiding post and for every successful woman, Raju-like man works. 

Nalini left Raju and his relatives for good because they were not in favour of creative change in 

order and system. 

 

Rosie has keen desires to have agency. She does not like a life without proper mark or 

identity. This was what she achieved after she pulverized patriarchy. Patriarchy could not infuse 

subalternity into her by its various mysterious ways and methods. Compromising with the 

situation is not merely the feminine virtue. Men should also learn and practice it whenever the 

situation arises. She respected always family bonds but never cowed down before social, 

cultural, and economic restrictions designed and developed long back by male dominion. Marco 

failed to help Rosie materialize her aspirations out of his sheer male chauvinism. He had ideals 

but only at the level of theory. He could not rise above social and cultural narrowness.  In fact, 

the role of Rosie as an individual redeems both her life and classic dance of India at the same 

time.  
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